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Thank you for supporting this year’s campaign. 

This toolkit contains information and resources to help you 

and includes:
1. Background

2. Why get behind this campaign

3. Audiences & Aims

4. 2024 Objectives

5. Communications Plan 

6. How You Can Support…

Any queries, please contact Stephanie Berkeley 

stephanie_berkeley@nfumutual.co.uk

07743820731

BACKGROUND

Contents

mailto:Stephanie_Berkeley@nfumutual.co.uk
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The Farm Safety Foundation 
(Yellow Wellies) is an 
independent registered charity 
(1159000) based in the Midlands 
but covering the whole of the 
UK.

The charity was set up in 2014 
by NFU Mutual to raise 
awareness of farm safety and 
mental health among young 
farmers aged 16-40 across the 
UK. 

Who are we?
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BACKGROUND

From 12-16 February, the Farm Safety Foundation 

(Yellow Wellies) will be running their seventh 

annual Mind Your Head campaign. 

The campaign brings together over 300 farming 

organisations and charities across the UK to help 

break down the stigma attached to poor mental 

health in the farming sector and recognise the 

current pressures on farmers and how it impacts 

on their mental health and their ability to farm 

safely.

Background
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BACKGROUND

Farming in the UK has been hit by an increase in flooding, drought, and 

heatwaves in recent years.

The effects of the relentless season of storms has had huge consequences for 

those whose lives and livelihoods depend on the land. Fields flooded, crops 

destroyed and animals in danger have made recent headlines but this is only 

the tip of the iceberg. The UK’s farming industry has faced many challenges 

over the past few years but the emerging mental health challenge may prove 

the most devastating. 

But what is being done? What could be done? And what can YOU do for 

yourself?

Background
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6

of the UK’s young farmers are aware of the 

Mind Your Head campaign

Up from 21% in 2018
(Farm Safety Foundation Annual Tracker 2023)

67%

Why get behind this campaign?
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7

of the UK’s young farmers say mental health 

is one of the biggest hidden problems faced 

by farmers today. 

This percentage has risen from 84% in 2019
(Farm Safety Foundation Annual Tracker Oct 2023)

95%

They tell us…
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BACKGROUND

• Recognise the current pressures on farmers and 

how it impacts on their mental health.

• Continue to break down the stigma attached to 

poor mental health in the farming sector.

• Ensure people know that help is available and 

encourage them to ask for it 

• Inspire audiences to take positive steps to 

prioritise their mental health.

• Share evidence, experiences and real stories to 

illustrate the steps being taken by those in the 

industry and by various individuals to improve 

mental wellbeing in farming and challenge you to 

do the same

2024 Objectives
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The primary audience for this campaign is anyone 

living and working in agriculture in the UK. 

A secondary audience is the wider general public. 

As part of the messaging, Mind Your Head will 

continue to highlight the support and guidance 

available to the industry.

Audiences and aims
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Official Logo

Official Hashtag

THIS YEARS CAMPAIGN - LOGO

Comms plan
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Any mental health campaign is about human 

connection so we will use platforms where we 

can connect… press, websites, podcasts and 

social media – all of which connect people. 

We will mount an integrated campaign using 

ALL these platforms to share stories, messages 

and videos and will invite partners to comment, 

share and retweet our content using the 

hashtag  #MindYourHead and remind them to 

tag @yellowwelliesUK so we can measure 

engagement.  

Comms plan
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Monday 12th

Launch release - evidence

Tuesday 13th

What is the industry doing ? 

Wednesday 14th

What are individuals doing ? 

Thursday 15th 

What can you do for yourself ? 

Friday 16th

What is therapy and what does it look like?

THIS YEARS CAMPAIGN – GUEST BLOGS

Comms plan
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This is our industry, and these are our people.

Let’s work together to support them…

• Follow us on Instagram, Facebook or X 

@yellowwelliesuk

• Like & share our content during the week  12-16 Feb 

– especially our new hero film that we will release for 

DAY ONE of the campaign.

• Tag us in your own content and use the hashtag 

#MindYourHead

• Let us know what you are doing so we can spotlight it

How can you support?
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Our toolkit is available in the English & 

Welsh languages.  

The contents can be used to support the  

campaign on social media using your own 

channels, expand on the themes adding 

your voice and expertise so we can ensure 

people are talking about many aspects of 

mental health and wellbeing all week and 

expand the audience.

How can you support?
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• Your contribution to the campaign will be more powerful if your messages 

are genuine, clear and avoid anything that can be misunderstood or 

dismissed as irrelevant..

• Think about the way you phrase your messages. Mental health is a very 

emotive and personal topic so try to use inclusive, positive and simple 

language. We want to tackle a stigma that has been attached to mental 

health for far too long so try to remember who the audience is and 

appreciate the many challenges and unique stressors they already face 

every day.. 

• Consider which channels are best for your audience and how to use them -

some great images, video clips and infographics can be helpful in getting 

people’s attention. The official logo is available on request. 

• And please don’t forget to tag us @yellowwelliesuk using the hashtag 

#Mind Your Head.

How can you support?
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Examples of Quad Bike / ATV Accidents


